The Parker School of Foreign and Comparative Law was organized pursuant to the will of Judge Edwin B. Parker. Judge Parker was a leading international lawyer and senior partner in the law firm of Baker & Botts, and had served on international adjudicatory bodies following World War I. He provided in his will for the establishment of a school devoted to the teaching and study of subjects relating to the international commerce and foreign relations of the United States.

Now available for the first time ever digitally - the prestigious work of Charles Szladits!

Szladits' Bibliography on Foreign and Comparative Law: Books and Articles in English

Featuring 22 Volumes and more than 200 years of coverage!

Based on a card index compiled by Szladits to facilitate the teaching of foreign and comparative law, this bibliography aimed to include books and articles in the English language dealing with non-common law legal systems and with general subjects bearing upon the comparative study of law. This work has been described as “helpful”, “indispensable”, “comprehensive”, and “outstanding” by some of the greatest researchers of foreign law.

“This most successful guide to the legal literature dealing with contributions to foreign and comparative law in the English language included in fourteen volumes 143,000 entries of books and articles which appeared during the period 1790-1983”

-17 Int'l. J. Legal Info. 159 (1989)
Some of the greatest authors in foreign law now available together in one digital library!

Works from famous authors such as:

- John N. Hazard
- Henry P. de Vries
- Charles Szladits
- Arthur Nussbaum
- Albert A. Ehrenzweig
- Georges R. Delaume

Majority of authors included are A-Rated in AALS Law Books Recommended for Libraries

Notable publications include:

**American-Colombian Private International Law**
Phanor J. Eder

**American-Brazilian Private International Law**
Paul Griffith Garland

**American-Belgian Private International Law**
Georges van Hecke & Nina Moore Galston

**American-Australian Private International Law**
Zelman Cowen

**American-Venezuelan Private International Law**
Richard S. Lombard & Nina Moore Galston

“[Paul Griffith Garland] has done an admirable job of weaving into a beautiful tapestry of Brazilian conflict law”

- 9 DePaul L. Rev. 123
Notable publications continued:

- **An Introduction to the Legal System of the United States**
  E. Allan Farnsworth

- **Cases and Readings on Soviet Law**
  John N. Hazard & Morris L. Weisberg

- **Civil Law and the Anglo-American Lawyer: A Case-Illustrated Introduction to Civil Law Institutions and Methods**
  Henry P. deVries

- **European Legal Systems: Selected Readings**
  Charles Szladits

- **Foreign Law: A Guide to Pleading and Proof**
  Otto C. Sommerich & Benjamin Busch

- **French Legal System: An Introduction to Civil Law Systems**
  Rene David & Henry P. deVries

- **General Civil Code of Austria**
  Paul L. Baek

- **Guide to Foreign Legal Materials: French, German, Swiss**
  Charles Szladits

- **Guide to Foreign Legal Materials: Italian**
  Angelo Grisoli

- **Materials for the French Legal System: Constitution, Treaty, Codes, Laws**
  Henry P. deVries

- **Soviet Legal System: Contemporary Documentation and Historical Commentary**
  John N. Hazard

Among many more!

Also includes access to the Parker School’s periodical, *Parker School Journal of East European Law*

The mission of the Parker School of Foreign and Comparative Law, according to Columbia University statutes, is to provide instruction in foreign and comparative law for the School of Law and the School of International Affairs.
PRICING

List Price……………………………………………………………………$595.00 (one-time payment)
Foreign & International Law Resources Database Subscribers…….$495.00 (one-time payment)
Digital Content Ownership………………………………………………..$950.00 (one-time payment)

Content ownership includes ownership rights to the PDF files of the scanned images of all pages contained within the library as of 12/31/15.

Please note: all pricing is for perpetual access to the collection.

For more information or to subscribe, please contact your sales representative, or contact our Marketing Department at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.

Looking for MARC21 Catalog Records?

Cassidy Cataloguing Services offers RDA/MARC21 catalog records for this collection. For details and pricing, please contact info@cassidycat.com or (973) 586-3200.

Interested in Foreign & International Law?

CHECK OUT HEINONLINE’S INDEX TO FOREIGN LEGAL PERIODICALS!

The Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals (IFLP) is the preeminent multilingual index to articles and book reviews appearing in more than 500 legal journals published worldwide. It provides in-depth coverage of public and private international law, comparative and foreign law, and the law of all jurisdictions other than the United States, the UK, Canada, and Australia. The IFLP also analyzes the contents of about eighty individually published collections of legal essays, Festschriften, Mélanges, and congress reports each year.

For more information about IFLP, including pricing options, please contact marketing@wshein.com, 800-828-7571, or your sales representative.